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Abstract
This paper is devoted to the fractional generalization of the Fokker-Planck equation associ-
ated with a stochastic differential equation in a bounded domain. The driving process of the
stochastic differential equation is a Le´vy process subordinated to the inverse of Le´vy’s mixed
stable subordinators. The Fokker-Planck equation is given through the general Waldenfels oper-
ator, while the boundary condition is given through the general Wentcel’s boundary condition.
As a fractional operator a distributed order differential operator with a Borel mixing measure
is considered. In the paper fractional generalizations of the Fokker-Planck equation are derived
and the existence of a unique solution of the corresponding initial-boundary value problems is
proved.
Keywords: Waldenfels operator, Wentcel boundary operator, stochastic process, time-changed pro-
cess, fractional order differential equation, pseudo-differential operator, Le´vy process, stable subor-
dinator.
1 Introduction
The Fokker-Planck equation, including fractional versions, play an important role in the modeling
of various random processes. Its applications can be found in all branches of statistical physics
[6, 13, 35], in quantum mechanics [6, 29], in biology [7, 26], in finance [23, 35], just to mention a
few. The most of these applications assume an idealistic model in which a random quantity may
take values in the whole d-dimensional space Rd. Fractional generalizations of the Fokker-Planck
equation in this case are obtained in works [9, 12, 14, 15, 24, 37]; see also references therein. The
connection of a wide class of fractional Fokker-Planck equations with their associated stochastic
differential equation driven by time-changed Le´vy processes was first studied in paper [14]. Chapter
7 of the book [33] presents all the details of such a connection between fractional order Fokker-
Planck-Kolmogorov (FPK for short) equations and the stochastic differential equations in the whole
space Rd.
What concerns stochastic processes in a bounded domain, they are also spread out broadly, an
example of which is a diffusion in a bounded region. The essential difference of the stochastic process
in a bounded domain from the case of stochastic processes in Rd is the influence of the boundary or
near boundary processes to the whole picture. There is a rich literature on the stochastic processes
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and the associated (non fractional) FPK equations in a bounded domain; see recent monograph by
Taira [30].
In the present paper we will discuss fractional generalizations of FPK equations associated with
the stochastic differential equations in a bounded domain with a smooth boundary. The fractional
diffusion and associated Fokker-Planck equation in a bounded domain was studied in papers [1, 8,
10, 21, 32] in various particular cases. Our goal in this paper is to study general initial-boundary
value problems describing stochastic processes undergoing inside a bounded region, as well as on its
boundary. We also discuss initial-boundary value problems for fractional FPK equations associated
with stochastic differential equations driven by fractional Brownian motion in a bounded domain.
Note that fractional FPK equation in the whole space Rd associated with stochastic processes driven
by fractional Brownian motion was considered in papers [2, 5, 15, 16].
For the reader’s convenience we start the discussion with a well known particular cases of the
influence of the boundary and related boundary conditions. Consider a stochastic differential equa-
tion
dXt “ bpt,Xtqdt` σpt,XtqdBt, X0 “ x, (1)
where x P Rd is a random vector independent of m-dimensional Brownian motion Bt, and the
mappings
b : p0,8q ˆ Rd Ñ Rd, σ : p0,8q ˆ Rd Ñ Rdˆm
satisfy Lipschitz and linear growth conditions. Namely, there exist positive constants C1 and C2
such that for all x, y P Rd the inequalities
dÿ
k“1
|bkpt, xq ´ bkpt, yq| `
dÿ
k“1
mÿ
ℓ“1
|σk,ℓpt, xq ´ σk,ℓpt, yq| ď C1|x´ y|, (2)
and
dÿ
k“1
|bkpt, xq| `
dÿ
k“1
mÿ
ℓ“1
|σk,ℓpt, xq| ď C2p1` |x|q (3)
hold. The stochastic differential equation (1) is understood as
Xt “ X0 `
tż
0
bps,Xsqds`
tż
0
σps,XsqdBs, (4)
with the second integral in the sense of Itoˆ.
The backward Kolmogorov equation associated with SDE (1) in terms of the density function
upt, xq of Xxt “ pXt|X0 “ xq is
Bupt, xq
Bt
“ Aptqupt, xq, t ą 0, x P Rd, (5)
where t-dependent differential operator Aptq is defined in the form
Aptq “
dÿ
k“1
bkpt, xq
B
Bxk
`
dÿ
j,k“1
aj,kpt, yq
B2
BxjBxk
, (6)
with pdˆdq-matrix-function taj,kpt, xq, j, k “ 1 . . . du, coinciding with
1
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σpt, xqσT pt, xq. Here σT pt, xq
is the matrix transposed to the matrix-function σpt, xq. The corresponding Fokker-Planck equation,
or forward Kolmogorov equation, has the form
Bupt, xq
Bt
“ A˚ptqupt, xq, t ą 0, x P Rd, (7)
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where A˚ is the formally adjoint operator to Aptq. Both equations (5) and (7) are accompanied with
the initial condition
up0, xq “ u0pxq, x P R
d, (8)
where u0pxq is the density function of the initial vector X0. Unifying the terminology used in these
two equations we call the pair of equations (5) and (7) the FPK equation, the term used throughout
the current paper.
If the solution process Xt of the stochastic differential equation in (1) is allowed to change only
in a bounded region Ω Ă Rd with a smooth boundary BΩ, then the probability PpXt P R
dzΩq of Xt
being out of the region Ω is zero. The associated FPK equation in this case needs to be supplemented
by boundary conditions. In order to see in what form the boundary conditions are given, we need
to introduce the notion of probability current, a d-dimensional vector field Φpt,xq, components of
which are defined as
Φkpt, xq “ bkpt, xqppt, xq ´
dÿ
j“1
B
Byj
”
aj,kpt, xqppt, xq
ı
, k “ 1, . . . , d.
Using the probability current, one can write forward FPK equation (7) in the form of a conservation
law:
Bppt, xq
Bt
`
dÿ
k“1
BΦkpt, xq
Bxk
“ 0,
or, the same,
Bppt, xq
Bt
`∇ ¨ Φpt,xq “ 0,
where ∇ “ p BBx1 , . . . ,
B
Bxd
q is the gradient operator and the symbol “¨” means the dot product of two
vector objects.
Let S be a pd´ 1q-dimensional hyper-surface in Ω, and nx, x P S, be an outward normal to S at
the point x P S. Then the total flow of probabilities through the hyper-surface S can be calculated
by the surface integral ż
S
Φpt, xq ¨ nxdS.
Two boundary conditions are common in the study of stochastic processes in a bounded region:
(a) reflecting boundary condition, and
(b) absorbing boundary condition.
The reflecting boundary condition means that there is no probability flow across the boundary,
leading to the condition
Φpt, xq ¨ nx “ 0, x P BΩ. (9)
In this case Xt will stay in the region Ω forever and be reflected when Xt reaches the boundary BΩ.
The absorbing boundary means that the probability for Xt being on the boundary is zero, that is
PpXt P BΩq “ 0, leading to the condition
ppt, xq “ 0. x P BΩ. (10)
In this case Xt will be absorbed by boundary as soon as Xt reaches the boundary.
Let a boundary operator B be defined in the form
Bϕpxq “ µpxqϕpxq ` νpxq
Bϕ
Bnx
, x P BΩ, (11)
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where the functions µpxq and νpxq are continuous on the boundary BΩ, satisfying some physical
conditions discussed below, and nx is the outward normal at point x P BΩ. In order to define
operators that will be used in the FPK equations associated with the SDEs in a bounded domain
we introduce the following spaces:
C2BpΩq :“ tϕ P C
2pΩq : Bϕpxq “ 0, x P BΩu,
with the boundary operator B defined in (11). Introduce the operator ABptq on the space C
2
B
pΩq:
ABptq :“
!
Aptqϕpxq “
dÿ
k“1
bkpt, xq
Bϕpxq
Bxk
`
dÿ
j,k“1
aj,kpt, xq
B2ϕpxq
BxjBxk
, x P Ω
)
.
In other words the operator ABptq formally is the same as the operator Aptq defined in (6), but with
the domain DompABptqq “ C
2
BpΩq for each fixed t ą 0. The operator AB is linear and maps the
space C2
B
pΩq to CpΩq.
Both boundary conditions for stochastic processes in a domain with absorbing or reflexive bound-
aries discussed above can be reduced to the boundary condition
Bppt, xq “ 0, t ą 0, x P BΩ.
Therefore, the forward and backward FPK equations in the case of bounded domain in terms of the
density function upt, xq of Xxt “ pXt|X0 “ xq can be formulated with the help of the operator AB.
Namely, the backward FPK equation is given by
Bupt, xq
Bt
“ ABupt, xq, t ą 0, x P Ω,
and the forward FPK equation is given by
Bupt, xq
Bt
“ A˚Bptqupt, xq, t ą 0, x P Ω,
where A˚
B
is the formally adjoint operator to AB.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides necessary preliminary information on gen-
eral (integer order) FPK equations through the Waldenfels operator and Wentcel’s boundary condi-
tions. The corresponding stochastic processes represent solutions of associated stochastic differential
equations in a bounded domain with combined continuous diffusion, jump, and other relevant phe-
nomena. The main results of the paper is in Section 3. In this section we derive initial-boundary
value problems for fractional order FPK equations. The associated stochastic processes represent
solutions of stochastic differential equations in a bounded domain with an appropriate time-changed
driving processes. In this section we also prove the existence of a unique solution to the obtained
initial-boundary value problems.
2 Preliminaries and auxiliaries
The FPK equation associated with a SDE with drift and diffusion coefficients independent on the
time variable t in the explicit form is given by the initial-boundary value problem
Bupt, xq
Bt
“
dÿ
j“1
bjpxq
Bupt, xq
Bxj
`
dÿ
i,j“1
ai,jpxq
B2upt, xq
BxiBxj
t ą 0, x P Ω, (12)
Bupt, x1q ” µpx1q
Bupt, x1q
Bn
` νpx1qupt, x1q “ 0, t ą 0, x1 P BΩ, (13)
up0, xq “ δ0pxq, x P Ω, (14)
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where bjpxq, j “ 1, . . . , d, are drift coefficients and ai,jpxq, i, j “ 1, . . . , d, are diffusion coefficients; the
functions µpx1q and νpx1q are continuous functions defined on the boundary BΩ. It is well known that
the stochastic process solving SDE corresponding to the FPK equation in (12)-(14) is continuous.
Such a stochastic process represents a diffusion process of a Markovian particle.
FPK equation (12)-(14) does not take into account jumping events and some specific phenomena
(diffusion on the boundary, jumps on the boundary or into the domain, viscosity, etc.) which may
occur on the boundary. The general case with jump and viscosity effects involve pseudo-differential
operators in the FPK equation and in the boundary condition. The theory of pseudo-differential
operators was first developed by Kohn and Nirenberg [20] and Ho¨rmander [17]. An operator A is
called pseudo-differential with a symbol σApx, ξq, if
Afpxq “
1
p2πqd
ż
Rd
σApx, ξqe
´ixξ f˜pξqdξ, (15)
where f˜pξq is the Fourier transform of f :
f˜pξq “
ż
Rn
fpxqeixξdx.
The symbols of pseudo-differential operators in [20, 17] are smooth and satisfy some growth condi-
tions as |ξ| Ñ 8. However, symbols of pseudo-differential operators considered in the present paper
are not smooth. We refer the reader to works [3, 18, 33] where appropriate classes of symbols are
studied.
For simplicity we assume that Ω Ă Rn is a bounded domain with a smooth boundary BΩ Ă Rn´1.
In the general case the (backward) FPK equation can be formulated as follows:
Bupt, xq
Bt
“ Apx,Dqupt, xq, t ą 0, x P Ω, (16)
Wpx1, Dqupt, x1q “ 0, t ą 0, x1 P BΩ, (17)
up0, xq “ u0pxq, x P Ω, (18)
where Apx,Dq is a second order Waldenfels operator acting on the space of twice differentiable
functions defined on Ω, that is
Apx,Dqϕpxq “ c0pxqϕpxq `
nÿ
i“1
bipxq
Bϕpxq
Bxi
`
nÿ
ij“1
aijpxq
B2ϕpxq
BxiBxj
`
ż
Ω
«
ϕpyq ´ φpx, yq
˜
ϕpxq ´
nÿ
i“1
pyi ´ xiq
Bϕpxq
Byi
¸ff
νpx, dyq, x P Ω, (19)
and Wpx1, Dq is a boundary pseudo-differential operator defined on the space of twice differentiable
functions defined on BΩ through the local coordinates x1 “ px1, . . . , xn´1q P BΩ (see [30]):
Wpx1, Dq “ Qpx1, Dq ` µpx1q
B
Bn
´ δpx1qApx1, Dq ` Γ1px
1, Dq ` Γ2px
1, Dq, (20)
with (pseudo)-differential operators
Qpx1, Dqϕpx1q “
n´1ÿ
j,k“1
αj,kpx
1q
B2ϕpx1q
BxjBxk
`
n´1ÿ
j“1
βpx1q
Bϕpx1q
Bxj
` γpx1qϕpx1q, (21)
Γ1px
1, Dqϕpx1q
“
ż
BΩ
«
ϕpy1q ´ τ1px
1, y1q
˜
ϕpx1q `
n´1ÿ
k“1
pyk ´ xkq
Bϕpx1q
Bxk
¸ff
ν1px
1, dy1q, (22)
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and
Γ2px
1, Dqϕpx1q
“
ż
Ω
«
ϕpyq ´ τ2px
1, yq
˜
ϕpx1q `
n´1ÿ
k“1
pyk ´ xkq
Bϕpx1q
Bxk
¸ff
ν2px
1, dyq. (23)
Here τjpx
1, y1q, j “ 1, 2, are local unit functions and νjpx
1, dy1q, j “ 1, 2, are Le´vy kernels satisfying
some conditions indicated below, and u0 is the density function of the initial state X0. If the initial
state X0 “ 0, then u0pxq “ δ0pxq. The boundary condition (17) is called a second order Wentcel’s
boundary condition, to credit Wentcel’s contribution [36] to the theory of diffusion processes.
One can work with coefficients aijpxq, i.j “ 1. . . . , n, bjpxq, j “ 1, . . . , n, c0pxq, and the symbol
σApx, ξq of the operator Apx,Dq in (19) satisfying mild conditions similar to Lipschitz (2) and linear
growth condition (3). However, in this paper, for simplicity, we assume the following conditions:
(i) aijpxq P C
8pΩq X CpΩq and aijpxq “ ajipxq for all i, j “ 1, . . . , n, and x P Ω, and there exists
a constant a0 ą 0 such that
nÿ
i,j“1
aijpxqξiξj ě a0|ξ|
2, x P Ω, ξ P Rn;
(ii) bjpxq P C
8pΩq X CpΩq, j “ 1, . . . , n;
(iii) c0pxq P C
8pΩq X CpΩq, and c0pxq ď 0 in Ω;
(iv) the local unity function φpx, yq and the kernel function νpx, dyq are such that the symbol
σApx, ξq of the operator Apx,Dq belongs to the class of symbols SpΩ ˆ R
dq “ CpΩ ˆ Rdq X
C8pΩˆ pRdzGqq, where G P Rd is a set of d-dimensional measure zero; see [33] for the theory
of pseudo-differential operators with such a nonregular symbols.
Equation (16) describes a diffusion process accompanied by jumps in Ω with the drift vector
pb1pxq, . . . , bnpxqq and diffusion coefficient defined by the matrix-function ai,jpxq, and jumps gov-
erned by the Le´vy measure νpx, ¨q. We assume additionally that the condition
(C1) Apx,Dqr1pxqs “ c0pxq `
ş
Ω
r1´ φpx, yqsνpx, dyq ď 0, x P Ω,
is fulfilled to ensure that the jump phenomenon from x P Ω to the the outside of a neighborhood of
x is “dominated” by the absorption phenomenon at x (see [30] for details).
The coefficients αijpx
1q, i.j “ 1. . . . , n, βjpx
1q, j “ 1, . . . , n, and γpx1q of the operator Qpx,Dq in
(19) satisfy the following conditions:
(a) αijpx
1q P C8pBΩq and αijpx
1q “ αjipx
1q for all i, j “ 1, . . . , n´ 1, and x1 P BΩ, and there exists
a constant α0 ą 0 such that
n´1ÿ
i,j“1
αijpx
1qξiξj ě α0|ξ|
2, x1 P BΩ, ξ P Rn´1;
(b) βjpx
1q P C8pBΩq, j “ 1, . . . , n;
(c) γpx1q P C8pBΩq, and γpx1q ď 0 in BΩ.
The symbols σΓ1px
1, ξq and σΓ2px
1, ξq of the boundary pseudo-differential operators Γ1px
1, Dq and
Γ2px
1, Dq in equations (22) and (23) satisfy the following condition:
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(d) the local unity functions φkpx, yq, k “ 1, 2, and the kernel function νkpx, dyq, k “ 1, 2, are
such that the symbols σΓkpx
1, ξq of operators Γkpx
1, Dq, k “ 1, 2, belong to the class of symbols
SpBΩ,Rdq “ C8pBΩˆ pRdzG0qq, where G0 P R
d is a set of d-dimensional measure zero.
The boundary condition (17) with the operatorWpx,Dq defined in equations (20)-(23) describes
a combination of continuous diffusion and jumping processes undergoing on the boundary, as well
as jumps from the boundary into the region, and the viscosity phenomenon near the boundary.
Namely, the term
n´1ÿ
j,k“1
αj,kpx
1q
B2upt, x1q
BxjBxk
`
n´1ÿ
j“1
ˆ
βpx1q
Bupt, x1q
Bxj
` bpx1q
Bupt, x1q
Bxj
˙
governs the diffusion process on the boundary, the term γpx1qupt, x1q is responsible for the absorption
phenomenon at the point x1 P BΩ, the term µpx1q BBnx1
expresses the reflexion phenomenon at x1 P BΩ,
the term δpx1qApx1, Dqupt, x1q expresses the viscosity near x1 P BΩ, and the terms Γ1px
1, Dqupt, x1q
and Γ2px
1, Dqupt, x1q govern jump processes on the boundary and jump processes from the boundary
into the region, respectively. We assume that the condition
(C2) Wpx1, Dqr1pxqs “ γpx1q `
ż
BΩ
r1´ τ1px
1, y1qsν1px
1, dy1q
`
ż
Ω
r1´ τ2px
1, yqsν2px
1, dyq ď 0, x1 P BΩ,
is fulfilled to ensure that the jump phenomenon from x1 P BΩ to the outside of a neighborhood of x1
on the boundary BΩ or inward to the region Ω is “dominated” by the absorption phenomenon at x1.
We also assume the following transversality condition of the boundary operator W :
(C3)
ż
Ω
tpx1, yqdy “ 8, if µpx1q “ δpx1q “ 0.
Fractional order FPK equations use fractional derivatives, and in more general case, fractional
distributed order operators. Below we briefly recall the definitions and some properties of these
operators referring the reader to the sources [19, 22, 33, 34] for details. By definition, the Caputo-
Djrbashian derivative of order 0 ă β ă 1 is defined by
τD
β
˚gptq “
1
Γp1´ βq
ż t
τ
g1psqds
pt´ sqβ
, τ ă t, (24)
where τ ě 0 is an initial point and Γpzq, z P Czt. . . ,´2,´1, 0u, is Euler’s gamma function. We
assume that the function gptq, t ě 0, is a differentiale function. We write Dβ˚ when τ “ 0. Making
use of the fractional integration operator of order α ą 0
τJ
αfptq “
1
Γpαq
ż t
τ
pt´ sqα´1fpsqds,
we can write τD
β
˚ also in the operator form
τD
β
˚ “ τJ
1´β d
dt
.
In our further analysis, without loss of generality, we assume that τ “ 0.
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Let µ be a Borel measure defined on the Borel sets of the interval p0, 1q. The distributed order
differential operator with the mixing measure µ, by definition, is
Dµ,tgptq “
ż 1
0
D
β
˚gptqdµpβq.
Two functions Kµptq and Φµpsq defined with the help of the measure µ respectively by
Kµptq “
ż 1
0
t´β
Γp1´ βq
dµpβq, t ą 0, (25)
Φµpsq “
ż 1
0
sβdµpβq, s ą 0. (26)
play an important role in our further analysis. We denote by g˜psq the Laplace transform of a function
g, that is
g˜psq “
ż 8
0
gptqe´stdt.
One can verify using the Laplace transform formula for fractional derivatives,
Č
rDβ˚gspsq “ s
β g˜psq ´ sβ´1gp0`q (27)
that the formula ČrDµ,tgspsq “ Φµpsqg˜psq ´ gp0`qΦµpsq
s
, s ą 0, (28)
holds. Moreover, using the formula Ćrt´βspsq “ Γp1 ´ βqsβ´1 (see [33]), one can also verify that the
relation ĂKµpsq “ Φµpsq
s
, s ą 0, (29)
holds.
The widest class of processes for which the Itoˆ calculus can be extended is the class of semi-
martingales [27]. A semimartingale is a ca`dla`g process (the processes with paths which are right
continuous and have left limits) which has the representation (see details in [27]) Zt “ Z0`Vt`Mt,
where Z0 is a d-dimensional random vector, Vt is an adapted finite variation process, and Mt is a
local martingale. An example of a semimartingale is a Le´vy process defined as follows. A stochastic
process Lt P R
d, t ě 0, is called a Le´vy process if the following three conditions are verified: (1)
L0 “ 0; (2) Lt has independent stationary increments; (3) for all ǫ, t ą 0, limsÑt Pp|Lt´Ls| ą ǫq “ 0.
Le´vy processes have ca`dla`g modifications. Le´vy processes are fully described by three parameters:
a vector b P Rn, a nonnegative definite matrix Σ, and a measure ν defined on Rnzt0u such thatş
minp1, |x|2qdν ă 8, called its Le´vy measure. The Le´vy-Khintchine formula provides a characteri-
zation of Le´vy process through its characteristic function Φtpξq “ e
tΨpξq, with the Le´vy symbol (see,
e.g. [28])
Ψpξq “ ipb, ξq ´ pΣξ, ξq `
ż
Rnzt0u
peipx,ξq ´ 1´ ipx, ξq1p|x|ď1qqνpdxq. (30)
A Le´vy subordinator is a nonnegative and nondecreasing Le´vy process. A Le´vy subordinator with
the Le´vy symbol Ψpsq “ sβ , s ą 0, is called a β-stable Le´vy subordinator. The composition of two
Le´vy processes is again a Le´vy process. In particular, a time-changed process LDt with a stable Le´vy
subordinator Dt is again a Le´vy process. Transition probabilities of such a time-changed process
satisfy FPK type equation with a pseudo-differential operator on the right hand side, whose symbol
is continuous but not smooth. However, the composition LWt , where Wt “ inftτ ě 0 : Dτ ą tu,
the inverse to the stable subordinator Dt is not a Le´vy process, but still is a semimartingale. This
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drastically changes the associated FPK equation: now it is a time-fractional pseudo-differential
equation [14, 15], implying non-Markovian behaviour of the process.
The properties of the density function of the inverse process Wt are listed below in the more
general case when Wt represents the inverse of a process which belongs to the class Sµ of mixtures
of an arbitrary number of independent stable subordinators with a mixing measure µ. Namely, a
non-negative increasing Le´vy stochastic process Dt belongs to the class Sµ if
lnE
“
e´sDt
‰
“ ´tΦµpsq.
It is known (see e.g. [28]) that mixtures of independent stable processes of different indices are no
longer stable. For a stochastic process in Sµ we use the notation Dµ,t showing the dependence on
the measure µ, and for their inverses the notation Wµ,t. The density function of Wµ,t is denoted
by fµt pτq. Note that such mixtures model complex diffusions and other types of stochastic processes
with several simultaneous diffusion modes. Their associated FPK type equations are distributed
order differential equations (see e.g. [19, 22, 34]).
Lemma 2.1 The density function fµt pτq possesses the following properties:
paq limtÑ`0 f
µ
t pτq “ δ0pτq, τ ě 0;
pbq limτÑ`0 f
µ
t pτq “ Kµptq, t ą 0;
pcq limτÑ8 f
µ
t pτq “ 0, t ě 0;
pdq LtÑsrf
µ
t pτqspsq “
Φµpsq
s
e´τΦµpsq, s ą 0, τ ě 0.
Lemma 2.2 The function fµt pτq satisfies for each t ą 0 the equation
Dµ,tf
µ
t pτq “ ´
B
Bτ
f
µ
t pτq ´ δ0pτqKµptq, (31)
in the sense of distributions.
For the proofs of these lemmas we refer the reader to [33].
3 Fractional FPK equations associated with SDEs in a bounded
domain
Theorem 3.1 Let Xt be a stochastic process associated with the FPK equation (16)-(18) and Wµ,t
be the inverse to a Le´vy’s subordinator Dµ,t P Sµ with a mixing measure µ. Then the FPK equation
associated with the time changed stochastic process XWµ,t has the form
Dµ,tvpt, xq “ Apx,Dqvpt, xq, t ą 0, x P Ω, (32)
Wpx1, Dqvpt, x1q “ 0, t ą 0, x1 P BΩ, (33)
vp0, xq “ u0pxq, x P Ω. (34)
where u0 P C
2
W
pΩq ” tϕ P C2pΩq :Wpx1, Dqϕpx1q “ 0u.
Proof. Let Tt be the semigroup with the infinitesimal generator A “ Apx,Dq : CpΩq Ñ CpΩq, with
the domain
DpAq “ tφ P C2pΩq :Wpx1, Dqφpx1q “ 0, x1 P BΩu.
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Then the unique solution of problem (16)-(18) has the form
upt, xq “ Ttu0pxq “ Eru0pXtq|X0 “ xs,
indicating connection of the solution upt, xq of the FPK equation in (16)-(18) with the stochastic
process Xt. Now, consider the function vpt, xq obtained from the latter replacing Xt by XWµ,t , that
is
vpt, xq “ Eru0pXWµ,tq|X0 “ xs
“
ż 8
0
Eru0pXWµ,tq|Wµ,t “ τ |X0 “ 0sdτ
“
ż 8
0
upτ, xqfWµ,tpτqdτ
“
ż 8
0
fWµ,tpτqTτu0pxqdτ. (35)
We will show that vpt, xq defined above satisfies the initial-boundary value problem for fractional
FPK equation in (32)-(34). First, we show that vpt, xq satisfies equation (32). Indeed, one can
readily see that
vpt, xq “ ´
ż 8
0
B
Bτ
tJf
Dµ,τ
ptqupTτu0pxqqdτ.
Now it follows from the definition of Dµ,t that the Laplace transform of vpt, xq satisfies
v˜ps, xq “
ş1
0
sβdµpβq
s
ż 8
0
e´τ
ş
1
0
sβdµpβqpTτu0pxqqdτ
“
Φµpsq
s
u˜pΦµpsq, xq, s ą ω¯, (36)
where u˜ps, xq is the Laplace transform of upt, xq, the function Φµpsq is defined in (26), and ω¯ ą 0 is
a number such that s ą ω¯ if Φµpsq ą ω (ω¯ is uniquely defined, since as is seen from Definition (26),
the function Φµpsq is a strictly increasing function). The function u˜ps, xq satisfies the equation
su˜ps, xq ´Apx,Dqu˜ps, xq “ u0pxq, x P Ω, (37)
Indeed, applying the Laplace transform to both sides of equation (16) and taking into account the
initial condition (18), we obtain equation (37). It follows from equations (36) and (37) that the
composit function
u˜pΦµpsq, xq “ sv˜ps, xq{Φµpsq
satisfies the equation ´
Φµpsq ´Apx,Dq
¯sv˜ps, xq
Φµpsq
“ u0pxq, s ą ω¯, x P Ω,
or, the same, the equation´
Φµpsq ´Apx,Dq
¯
v˜ps, xq “ u0pxq
Φµpsq
s
, s ą ω¯, x P Ω.
We rewrite the latter in the form
Φµpsqv˜ps, xq ´
Φµpsq
s
vp0`, xq “ Apx,Dqv˜ps, xq, s ą ω¯, x P Ω. (38)
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We notice that the left hand side of the latter equation is the Laplace transform of the expression
Dµ,tvpt, xq due to formula (27). Therefore, equation (38) is equivalent to equation (32).
Further, using (17), we have
Wpx1, Dqvpt, x1q “Wpx1, Dq
ż 8
0
upτ, x1qfWµ,tpτqdτ
“
ż 8
0
Wpx1, Dqupτ, x1qfWµ,tpτqdτ “ 0
since W px1, Dqupτ, x1q “ 0 for all τ ą 0 due to boundary condition (17).
Finally, making use of the dominated convergence theorem,
vp0, xq “ lim
tÑ0`
Eru0pXWµ,tq|XWµ,0 “ xs
“ Eru0pXWµ,tq|XWµ,0 “ xs
“ Eru0pX0q|X0 “ xs
“ Eru0pxqs “ u0pxq.
Hence, vpt, xq defined in (35) satisfies the initial-boundary value problem in (32)-(34) for the frac-
tional order FPK equation.
In the particular case ofWt being the inverse of a single Le´vy’s subordinatorDt with the stability
index β P p0, 1q this theorem implies the following result:
Corollary 3.2 Let Xt be a stochastic process associated with the FPK equation (16)-(18) and Wt
be the inverse to the Le´vy’s stable subordinator with a stability index 0 ă β ă 1. Then the FPK
equation associated with the time changed stochastic process XWt has the form
D
β
˚vpt, xq “ Apx,Dqvpt, xq, t ą 0, x P Ω, (39)
Wpx1, Dqvpt, x1q “ 0, t ą 0, x1 P BΩ, (40)
vp0, xq “ u0pxq, x P Ω. (41)
An important question is the existence of a unique solution of the initial-boundary value problem
in equations (44)-(46).
Theorem 3.3 Let the conditions piq ´ pivq, paq ´ pdq, and pC1q ´ pC3q are verified. Then initial-
boundary value problem (44)-(46) for fractional order FPK equation has a unique solution vpt, xq in
the space Cpp0,8q ˆ Ω¯q X C1pt ą 0;C2
W
pΩq.
Remark 3.4 Here C1pt ą 0;C2
W
pΩq is the space of vector-functions differentiable in t and belonging
to C2
W
pΩq for each fixed t ą 0.
Proof. Introduce the operator UW as follows: UW “ Apx,Dq with the domain DompUWq “ tφ P
CpΩ¯q : Apx,Dqφ P CpΩ¯q,Wpx1, Dqφpx1q “ 0,@x1 P BΩu. As is proved in [31] if the conditions of the
theorem are verified, then there exists a Feller semigroup tTtutě0 (nonnegative and contractive) on
Ω¯ generated by UW . That is for any ϕ P CpΩ¯q such that 0 ď ϕpxq ď 1 on Ω¯ one has 0 ď Ttϕpxq ď 1
on Ω¯. Moreover, it follows from the general semigroup theory (see, e.g. [30]) that the equation
Ttϕpxq “ e
tUWϕpxq holds. Hence, for an arbitrary u0 P CpΩ¯q the function upt, xq “ Ttu0pxq, t ě
0, x P Ω, exists and solves the following initial value problem for a differential-operator equation
Bupt, xq
Bt
“ UW upt, xq, t ě 0, x P Ω, (42)
lim
tÑ0
upt, xq “ u0pxq, x P Ω. (43)
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Since the operator Apx,Dq is elliptic with the spectrum in the negative real axis, it follows from the
smoothness of a solution to parabolic equations that upt, xq has all the derivatives if t ą 0 and x P Ω.
Thus, in particular, this function belongs to the space Cpp0,8qˆΩ¯qXC1pt ą 0;C2
W
pΩq. The existence
and uniqueness of a solution of initial-boundary value problem (32)-(34) immediately follows from
representation (35). Also, it follows from this representation that vpt, xq has all derivatives if t ą 0
and that the estimate
|vpt, xq| ď
ż 8
0
f
µ
t pτq|Tτu0pxq|dτ ď sup
tě0
}Ttu0pxq}CpΩ¯q
“ sup
tě0
}upt, xq}CpΩ¯q, t ě 0, x P Ω¯,
holds. Thus, the function vpt, xq inherits all the properties of upt, xq, including the property
Cpp0,8q ˆ Ω¯q X C1pt ą 0;C2
W
pΩq.
Now consider the following initial-boundary value problem (16)-(18) for t-dependent generaliza-
tion of the FPK equation
Bupt, xq
Bt
“ Bpx,Dqupt, xq `
pγ ` 1qtγ
2
Apx,Dqupt, xq, t ą 0, x P Ω, (44)
Wpx1, Dqupt, x1q “ 0, t ą 0, x1 P BΩ, (45)
up0, xq “ ϕpxq, x P Ω, (46)
where Bpx,Dq is a pseudo-differential operator whose order is strictly less than the order of the
operator Apx,Dq. We assume that Apx,Dq is an elliptic Waldenfels operator defined in (19) and
Wpx1, Dq is a Wentcel’s boundary pseudo-differential operator defined in (20). The parameter γ runs
in the interval p´1, 1q. Equation (44) is a parabolic equation: if 0 ă γ ă 1, then it is degenerate; if
´1 ă γ ă 0, then it is singular. Obviously, the initial-boundary value problem (44)-(46) recovers
problem (16)-(18), if Bpx,Dq “ 0 and γ “ 0.
Here is the motivating example: if Bpx,Dq “ 0, γ “ 2H´1 and Apx,Dq “ ∆, Laplace operator,
then equation (44) reduces to
Bupt, xq
Bt
“ Ht2H´1∆upt, xq, t ą 0, x P Ω,
which represents the FPK equation associated with the fractional Brownian motion with the Hurst
parameter H P p0, 1q (see, e.g. [5, 16]). Therefore, initial-boundary value problem (44)-(46) can be
considered as a FPK equation of a stochastic process driven by fractional Brownian motion. By
definition, the fractional Brownian motion with the Hurst parameter H is a stochastic process BHt ,
Gaussian with mean zero for each fixed t ě 0, with continuous paths and the following covariance
function:
RHps, tq “ EpB
H
t B
H
s q “
1
2
`
t2H ` s2H ´ |t´ s|2H
˘
.
Fractional Brownian motion is not Markovian and is not a semimartingale. Therefore, a stochastic
integral and stochastic differential equation driven by a fractional Brownian motion can not be
defined in the Itoˆ sense. Nevertheless, one can define stochastic differential equations driven by
fractional Brownian motion in a meaningful sense [4, 11, 25]. Thus, the class of initial-boundary
value problems of the form (44)-(46) describes stochastic processes in a bounded region Ω driven by
not only Le´vy processes, but also fractional Brownian motion. Below we derive the fractional FPK
equation associated with such a stochastic process with a time-changed driving process.
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Theorem 3.5 Let Xt be a stochastic process associated with the FPK equation (44)-(46) and Wµ,t
be the inverse to a Le´vy’s subordinator Dµ,t P Sµ with a mixing measure µ. Then the FPK equation
associated with the time changed stochastic process XWµ,t has the form
Dµ,tvpt, xq “Bpx,Dqvpt, xq `
γ ` 1
2
Gµ,γ,tApx,Dqvpt, xq, t ą 0, x P Ω, (47)
Wpx1, Dqvpt, x1q “ 0, t ą 0, x1 P BΩ, (48)
vp0, xq “ u0pxq, x P Ω. (49)
where the operator Gµ,γ,t is defined as
Gµ,γ,tvpt, xq “ Φµptq ˚ L
´1
sÑt
“Γpγ ` 1q
2πi
ż C`i8
C´i8
mµpzqv˜pz, xq
pρpsq ´ ρpzqqγ`1
dz
‰
ptq, (50)
where ˚ denotes the convolution operation, the symbol L´1sÑt means the inverse Laplace transform,
0 ă C ă s, the functions ρpzq and mµpzq are defined by
ρpzq “
ż 1
0
eβLnpzqdµpβq, mµpzq “
ş1
0
βzβdµpβq
ρpzq
,
the function Φµptq is defined in (26), and u0 P C
2
W
pΩq ” tφ P C2pΩq :Wpx1, Dqφpx1q “ 0u.
Proof. Let upt, xq and vpt, xq be density functions of Xt and XWµ,t , respectively. Then due to
the formula for the conditional density, we have
vpt, xq “ fXWµ,t pxq
“
ż 8
0
fpXWµ,t|Wµ,t“τ qPpWµ,t P dτq
“
ż 8
0
upτ, xqPpWµ,t P dτq
“
ż 8
0
f
µ
t pτqupτ, xqdτ, t ě 0, x P Ω. (51)
By definition of Xt the function upt, xq solves problem (44)-(46). We will show that vpt, xq satisfies
problem (47)-(49). To show that vpt, xq satisfies equation (47), we compute
Dµ,tvpt, xq “
ż 8
0
Dµ,tf
µ
t pτqupτ, xqdτ.
Here the change of the order of Dµ,t and the integral is valid thanks to the estimate obtained in [15]
for the density function fµt pτq of a mixture of stable subordinators having mixing measure µ with
supp µ Ă p0, 1q. It follows from Lemma 2.2 that
Dµ,tvpt, xq “ ´
ż 8
0
Bfµt pτq
Bτ
upτqdτ ´Kµptq
ż 8
0
δ0pτqupτqdτ. (52)
Integration by parts in the first integral, we have
´
ż 8
0
Bfµt pτq
Bτ
upτqdτ “
ż 8
0
f
µ
t pτq
Bupτq
Bτ
dτ ´ lim
τÑ8
f
µ
t pτqupτq ` lim
τÑ0
f
µ
t pτqupτq. (53)
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The first limit on the right hand side is zero due to part (c) of Lemma 2.1. Due to part (b) of
Lemma 2.1 the second limit on the right hand side of (53) has the same value as the second integral
on the right side of (52), but with the opposite sign. Hence, it follows that
Dµ,tvpt, xq “
ż 8
0
f
µ
t pτq
B
Bτ
upτ, xqdτ.
Now using equation (44), we have
Dµ,tvpt, xq “
ż 8
0
f
µ
t pτq
„
Bpx,Dqupτ, xq `
pγ ` 1qτγ
2
Apx,Dqupτ, xq

dτ
“ Bpx,Dq
ż 8
0
f
µ
t pτqupτ, xqdτ `
γ ` 1
2
Apx,Dq
ż 8
0
f
µ
t pτqτ
γupτ, xqdτ
“ Bvpt, xq `
γ ` 1
2
Apx,Dq
ż 8
0
f
µ
t pτqτ
γupτ, xqdτ
“ Bvpt, xq `
γ ` 1
2
AGµ,γ,tvpt, xq,
where
Gµ,γ,tvpt, xq “
ż 8
0
f
µ
t pτqτ
γupτ, xqdτ. (54)
The fact that the operator Gµ,γ,t has the representation (50) is proved in [16].
Further, we show that Wpx1, Dqvpt, x1q “ 0 if x1 P BΩ. Indeed, using Wpx1, Dqupτ, x1q “ 0 for all
τ ě 0, we have
Wpx1, Dqvpt, x1q “
ż 8
0
Wpx1, Dqupτ, x1qfWµ,tpτqdτ “ 0, x
1 P BΩ,
for any fixed t ě 0.
Finally, making use of part (a) of Lemma 2.1 and the dominated convergence theorem,
lim
tÑ0`
vpt, xq “ lim
tÑ0`
ż 8
0
f
µ
t pτqupτ, xqdτ
“
ż 8
0
lim
tÑ0`
f
µ
t pτq upτ, xqdτ
“
ż 8
0
δ0pτq upτ, xqdτ
“ up0, xq “ u0pxq.
Hence, vpt, xq defined in (51) satisfies the initial-boundary value problem in (47)-(49) for time de-
pendent fractional order FPK equation.
Remark 3.6 The properties of the operator Gγ,t are studied in paper [16], including the fact
that the family tGγ,t, ´1 ă γ ă 1u possesses the semigroup property. Namely, for any γ, δ P
p´1, 1q, γ`δ P p´1, 1q, one has Gµγ,t ˝G
µ
δ,t “ G
µ
γ`δ,t “ G
µ
δ,t ˝G
µ
γ,t, where “˝” denotes the composition
of two operators.
Similar to Corollary 3.2, in the particular case of Wt being the inverse of a single Le´vy’s subor-
dinator Dt with the stability index β P p0, 1q Theorem 3.5 implies the following result:
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Corollary 3.7 Let Xt be a stochastic process associated with the FPK equation (44)-(46) and Wt
be the inverse to the Le´vy’s stable subordinator with a stability index 0 ă β ă 1. Then the FPK
equation associated with the time changed stochastic process XWt has the form
D
β
˚vpt, xq “ Bpx,Dqvpt, xq `
γ ` 1
2
Gµ,γ,tApx,Dqvpt, xq, t ą 0, x P Ω,
Wpx1, Dqvpt, x1q “ 0, t ą 0, x1 P BΩ,
vp0, xq “ u0pxq, x P Ω.
Theorem 3.8 Let the operators Apx,Dq, Bpx,Dq, and Wpx1, Dq in problem (47)-(49) satisfy the
following conditions:
(A) The pseudo-differential operator Apx,Dq is an elliptic Waldenfels operator defined in (19) with
the conditions piq ´ pivq and pC1q satisfied;
(B) The operator Bpx,Dq is a pseudo-differential operator whose order is strictly less then the
order of Apx,Dq;
(W) The pseudo-differential operator Wpx1, Dq is a Wentcel’s boundary operator defined in (20)
with the conditions paq ´ pdq, pC2q, and pC3q satisfied.
Then for an arbitrary u0 P C
2
W
pΩq initial-boundary value problem (47)-(49) has a unique solution
vpt, xq in the space Cpr0,8q ˆ Ω¯q X C1pt ą 0;C2
W
pΩqq.
Proof. The arguments used in the proof of Theorem 3.3 do not work in the case of problem
(47)-(49), since the solution upt, xq of problem (44)-(46) does not have a representation through the
Feller semigroup. To prove the theorem we will use the properties of pseudo-differential operators.
Consider the operator
AW ptq “
tγ
2
Apx,Dq `Bpx,Dq
with the domain DompAW ptqq “ tφ P C
2pΩq : Wpx1, Dqφpx1q “ 0, x1 P BΩu. This operator is a
pseudo-differential operator with the symbol
σpt, x, ξq “
tγ
2
σApx, ξq ` σBpx, ξq, t ě 0, x P Ω, ξ P R
d, (55)
where σApx, ξq and σBpx, ξq are symbols of the operators Apx,Dq and Bpx,Dq, respectively. Due
to conditions pAq and pBq of the theorem, for each fixed t ą 0 the symbol σpt, x, ξq satisfies the
following ellipticity estimate
´ σpt, x, ξq ě κt|ξ|
δ, |ξ| ě C, (56)
with some constants κt ą 0, C ą 0, and δ ą 0.
One can see that the solution of problem (44)-(46) has a formal representation
upt, xq “ Spt, x,Dqu0pxq, t ě 0, x P Ω, (57)
where the solution pseudo-differential operator Spt, x,Dq has the symbol
spt, x, ξq “ etσpt,x,ξq, t ě 0, ξ P Rd. (58)
The fact that upt, xq satisfies equation (44) can be verified by direct calculation. To show this fact
let us extend u0pxq for all x P R
dzΩ by zero, and denote the extended function again by u0pxq. Let
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u˜0pξq is the Fourier transform of u0pxq. Then, we have
Bupt, xq
Bt
“
BSpt, x,Dqu0pxq
Bt
“
1
p2πqd
B
Bt
ż
Rd
etσpt,x,ξqe´ixξu˜0pξqdξ
“
1
p2πqd
ż
Rd
„
σpt, x, ξq ` t
Bσpt, x, ξq
Bt

etσpt,x,ξqe´ixξu˜0pξqdξ
“
1
p2πqd
ż
Rd
„
pγ ` 1qtγ
2
σApx, ξq ` σBpx, ξq

e´ixξetσpt,x,ξqu˜0pξqdξ
“
„
pγ ` 1qtγ
2
Apx,Dq `Bpx,Dq

wpt, xq, t ą 0, x P Ω,
where wpt, xq has the Fourier transform
w˜pt, ξq “ etσpt,x,ξqu˜0pξq, t ą 0, ξ P R
d.
Changing the differentiation and integration operators in the above calculation is legitimate due to
estimate (56). Now calculating the inverse Fourier transform of w˜pt, ξq, and using the definition (15)
of pseudo-differential operators, we have
wpt, xq “
1
p2πqd
ż
Rd
etσpt,x,ξqe´ixξu˜0pξqdξ
“
1
p2πqd
ż
Rd
spt, x, ξqe´ixξu˜0pξqdξ
“ Spt, x,Dqu0pxq, t ą 0, x P Ω.
Thus, wpt, xq “ upt, xq, and hence upt, xq defined by (57) satisfies equation (44). Further, since
Wpx1, Dqu0px
1q “ 0 for x1 P BΩ, it follows from (57) that Wpx1, Dqupt, x1q “ 0 for all t ą 0
and x1 P BΩ. Moreover, it follows from (58) that Sp0, x,Dq “ I, the identity operator, implying
up0, xq “ u0pxq. Finally, estimate (56) and representation (57) of the solution imply the inclusion of
the solution to the space Cpr0,8q ˆ Ω¯q X C1pt ą 0;C2
W
pΩqq.
The existence and uniqueness of a solution to initial-boundary value problem (47)-(49) immedi-
ately follows from representation (51), namely
vpt, xq “
ż 8
0
ftpτqupτ, xqdτ,
where upt, xq is the solution of problem (44)-(46). The arguments here are similar to the proof of
Theorem 3.3. Also, similar to Theorem 3.3, the function vpt, xq inherits all the properties of upt, xq,
including the property Cpp0,8q ˆ Ω¯q X C1pt ą 0;C2
W
pΩq.
Remark 3.9 The technique used to prove Theorem 3.8 is applicable for FPK equations in the whole
space Rd obtained in papers [15, 16].
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